LEAD Girls of NC equips girls to CONFIDENTLY MAKE THOUGHTFUL CHOICES about their lives now, to foster a lifetime of smart, confident choices and leadership.

How has LEAD Girls made an impact on your life?
“...because it’s helped me make a lot of my relationships with my family better. And I’ve also made a lot of friends at LEAD that are really nice to have, especially right now when we can’t see our school friends.” — Ariana, age 13

27 local schools represented in our LEAD Girls programs.

73 families received COVID-19 PPE protective gear and help from LEAD to stay healthy.

LEAD Girls of NC equips girls to SET GOALS they want to achieve in life

96% of girls have set goals to pursue in their lives, and 91% reported a positive view of their future: they agreed “when I’m an adult, I’m sure I’ll have a good life.”

94% of girls report being satisfied with themselves

LEAD builds confidence. 94% of girls report that they Agree/Really Agree “Overall I am satisfied with myself” after completing the LEAD program—a 25% increase from the girls who felt that way at the start of the program.

85% of girls believe they can make a difference

LEAD helps girls feel more connected and responsible for their communities. 85% believe their contribution can make a difference, and 75% feel that community connection is personally beneficial to them.